
 

MANIFESTO 
 

 I, Vinay Kumar of Mathematics department would like to apply for the position of the Department Placement 
Coordinator from M.Sc. Applied Statistics and Informatics for the academic year 2020-2021.  
I believe the position of DPC is the backbone of the department for the placements and I would like to stand on the 
student’s expectations by becoming the swift, efficient and honest facilitator between the department and the 
placement office. 
 
Key Initiatives: 

• Soon after the tenure starts, float google form among alums to share their feedback on their interview 
experiences, describing their job experience so far and the work environment in their respective companies, 
 

• With the help of Alumni Secy, minimizing the communication gap and maximizing the guidance from the 
alums by updating the contacts, switching the companies etc. Once in a touch with alums, I will try to conduct 
online mock interviews every month (on weekends) by different alums, 
 

• During the summer vacations till the institute aptitude tests, posting and discussing the questions from 
hitbullseye , indiabix.com, geeks for geeks etc. on what’s app group, 
 

• Considering the communication and presentation skills of the class, a lecture and GD session by students 
themselves each from technical field and current affairs. 

 

Apart from above mentioned work, I would like:  

• To schedule a general meeting regarding the placement policy, incentive points, penalty points etc. so that it 
gets crystal clear to every student.  
 

• To ensure any student’s portal technical problem will be send to PO on time, 
 

• To ensure students don’t get demotivated half way through the preparation and continue showing the same 
enthusiasm till they get placed, 
 

• Will provide compiled material for the preparation of technical interviews, 
 

• I will ensure a smooth and transparent process of resume verification, 
 

• Coordinate with company coordinators and convey the interests of students. 

 

ASI have only few core companies and placement count can be increased by pitching. So, I would try my best to 
pitch as fast as I can for the ASI wherever I find relevant profile. If I’ve taken the post, then definitely, I will work 
beyond my capabilities as majority of us came to IITB for placements.  

Regards, 

Vinay Kumar 
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M.Sc. – Applied Statistics and Informatics IIT Bombay 


